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Fuzzy Logic and Approximate Reasoning: An Overview 
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Approximate Reasoning is the process Ill" processes by which a possible imprecise conclusion is deduced
 
from a collection of imprecise premises. Fuzzy logic plays the major role in approximate reasoning. It has the
 
ability to deal with different types of uncertainty.
 

An overview of the different aspects of the theory of appro:x:imate reasoning has been provided here based 
on the e:x:isting literature. Suitable iUustratioDB are included, whenever necessary, to make the concept clear. 
Some of the implementation of the theory to real life problems have been mentioned. Finally, a linguistic re
cognition system based on approximate reasoning has heen described along with its implementation in bpeed1 
recognition problem. 

Indexing terms; Fuzzy sets, Approximate reasoning, Management of uncertainty, Recognition system 

LOGIC, according to Webster's dictionary, is the science combination of predicate logic and probabilitY-based 
of the formal principles of reasoning. In this sense, methods. A serious short coming of these methods is
 

fuzzy logic is concerned with the formal principles of that they are not capable of handling pervisive fuzziness
 
approximate reasoning. To be more specific, it aims at of information in the knowledge base and, as a result,
 
modelling the human reasoning system. Most of human are mostly ad hoc in nature.
 
reasoning is approximate rather than precise in nature.
 

Zadeh has suggested an alternative approach [2]	 toBased On a store of knowledge, we have the ability to
 
the management of uncertainty which is based on fuzzy
infer an approximate answer to a question. For example: 
logic. A feature of fuzzy logic which is of particular 

(i) Ram is much younger than Madhu. What is importance to the management of uncertainty in know
the	 age of Ram? ledge based system is that it provides a systematic frame 

work for dealing with fuzzy quantifiers eg, most, many, (ii) Smartness is attractive. raga is smart. Is raga 
about, few etc. In this way, fuzzy logic subsumes both attractive? 
predicate logic and probability theory, and makes it 

Fuzzy logic addresses these problems in the following possible to deal with different types of uncertainty within
 
ways. First, the meaning of an imprecise proposition is a single conceptual frame-work.
 
represented as an elastic constraint on a variable; and
 

During the past few years fuzzy logic has found several second, the answer to a query is deduced through a propa
applications ranging from process control to medicalgation of elastic constraints. 
diagnosis. The basic idea underlying fuzzy logic was 

By approximate reasoning, we mean a type of reason suggested by Zadeh [3-5]. Mamdadani and Assilian 
ing, which is neither very exact nor very inexact. In found its first application [6] in connection with the regu~ 

other words, it is the process or processes by which a latiou of a steam engine. One of the first commercial 
possible imprecise conclusion is deduced from a collection applications of fuzzy logic to process control was the 
of imprecise premises. In a simplest way, we can say development by F L Smidth & Co of Copenhagen of a 
that, fuzzy logic plays a key role in approximate reasoning. micro processor controller for cement klins [1]. Impor~ 

The distinguished features of a fuzzy logic [1] are (i) fuzzY tant applications of fuzzy logic to engineering design and 
truth values expressed in linguistic terms; (ii) imprecise systems analysis have been made by Baldwin and his 
truth tables, and (iii) rules of inference whose validity is associates in the department of engineering & mathe
approximate rather than exact. In these respects fuzzy matics at the University of Bristol in England; Prade and 
logic differs significantly from standard logical systems Dubois of Paul Sabatier University in Toulouse, France; 
ranging from the classical Aristotelian to inductive logics Sugeno of the Tokyo Institute of Technology in Yok
and many-valued logics. shama; and Mizumoto of the Osaka Electro-Communi l'

cation University, among others '[8].
 
Management of uncertainty is an important issue in
 

the design of a knowledge based systems, because much An overview of the eXisting theory of approximate 

of the information in the knowledge base is imprecise, reasoning has been provided here. This includes an 
introduction to the concept linguistic variable; overview incomplete or not totally reliable. In the existing know
of classical logics and fuzzy logic; the concept of transi~ledge based systems, uncertainty is dealt with through a 
cion between different truth spaces, operations in truth 
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various applications are mentioned. Finally, a linguistic 
recognition system based on approXimate reasoning bas 
been presented along with its successful implementation 
to speech recognition problem. 

U GlF TIC	 VARIABLES 

The basic concept in fuzzy logic, that plays a key role 
in approXimate reasoning is a linguistic variable, which in 
early seventies was called a variable of higher order rather 
than a fuzzy variable. A linguistic variable, as its name 
suggests, is a variable whose values are not numbers but 
words or sentences in a natural language. For example, 
height is a linguistic variable if its values are linguistic 
rather than numerical, ie, short, tall, very short, not short, 
not very tall, quite tall, not very short and not very tall 
etc, rather than 100, 110, 120, ..... (in em). In general, 
the values of a linguistic variable can be generated from a 
primary term (eg, "tall"), its antonyms (eg, "short"), 
a collection of modifiers (eg, "not", "very", "more or 
less", "quite", "not very" etc) and the connectors ("and" 
and "or"). 

Definition 1 [9] 

A linguistic variable is characterized by a quintuple 
(X, T(X), U, G, M) in which X is the name of the variable; 
reX) is the term set of X; U is a universe of discourse; 
G j s a syntactic rule which generates the terms in r(X); 
and M is a semctntic rule which associates with each 
linguistic value X its meaning where M(X) denotes a 
fuzzy subset of U. For a particular X, the name genera. 
ted by G, is called a term. 

Example 1 

Suppose X is a linguistic variable with the label 
"Height" with U = [0,250}. Terms of this linguistic 
variable, which are fuzzy sets, could be called "tall", 
"short", "very tall" and so on. The base variable U 
is the height in cm of persons. M(X) is the rule that 
assigns a meaning, that is, a fuzzy set to the term. For 
example, we can write for the term "tall" 

M(tall) = {X,fLlall(X)}, xE[O,250] 

) °	 for xE[O,lS0] 

= l [l +((x-ISO)/1O- 2J- 1 for xE[ISO,2S0J 

( 1) 

T(X) will define the term set of the variable X for 
instance in this case 

T(Height) =	 {tall, very tall, not very tall, quite 
tall, short, more or less short, .........} 

where G(X) is a rule which generates the terms in the 
term set. This is explained in Fig 1. 

··---llN6UrSTIC ,","IU1l[ 

"Y,o\UJ(S ~ M£IGtfT 

/ 

TALL VERY l-.LL 

a.s 

Fig 1 Linguistic	 variable height with its compatibility 

Definition 2 [10] 

A linguistic hedge or a modifier is an operator, which 
modifies the meaning of a term or more generally of a 
fuzzy set. If A is a fuzzy set then the modifier m genera
tes the composite term B = m(A). 

The mathematical models which are used very fre
quently for modifiers are 

Concentration: f.LCON(A) = (f.LA(X))2 (2a) 

Dilation fLDJ[(A) = (fLACx))1/2 (2b) 

Contrast intensification: 

for pAx) E ~O,O.5] 

otherwise 
(2c) 

Generally, the following linguistic hedges are associa
ted with the above mentioned mathematical operators: 

If A is a term (a fuzzy set) then 

very A == CON(A) (3a) 

More Or less A = DIUA) (3b) 

plus A = A 1.l15 (3c) 

=minus A AO.75 (3d 

slightly A _ INT[ plus A and not (ve :A)J 
(3e) 

REASONING WITH LOGIC 

Oassical logics 

Logics, as bases for reasomng, can be distinguished 
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by their topic-neutral (context-independent) items, truth 
values, vocabulary (operators), and reasoning procedures 
(tautologies, syllogism). In Boolean logic, truth values 
can be 0 (false) or 1 (true) and by means of these truth 
values, the vocabulary (operators) are defined via truth 
tables. 

The reasoning procedures are generally based on 
tautologies such as 

modus ponens : (P II, (P~ Q)) ~ Q ! 
j

modus tollens : (P=:>- Q)/', 7Q) ~ 7P I 

syllogism : (P~Q)/\ (Q;;;.R») ::- (P:;..R) r 
! 

contraposition : (P=>Q) => (7Q=:>-7P)J 
(4) 

As for example, modus ponens could be interpreted 
as "If P is true and if the statement 'If P is true then Q 
is true' is also true then Q is true". 

The term "true" is used at different places and in two 
different senses; all but the last "true" are taken as a 
matter of fact, while the last "true" is a topic independent 
logical (neeessary) "true". In Boolc:an logic, however, 
these "true's" are all treated the s.amc way. A distinction 
between material and logical truth is made in so called 
extended logics. Modus logic distinguishes between 
necessary and possible truth, tense logic between state
ments which were true in the past and those which will 
be true in the future. Epistemic logic deals with know· 
ledge and belief, and dcontic logic with what ought to be 
done and which is permitted to be true. PartiCUlarlY 
modal logic might be a very good basis for applying 
different measures and theories of uncertainty. Another 
extension of B.oolean logic is predicate calculus, which 
uses quantifiers (all, etc) and predicates in a.ddition to the 
operators of Boolean logic. 

Fuzzy logic 

A fuzzy logic, FL, may b~ viewed, in part, as a fuzzy 
extension of a non-fuzzy multi-valued logic which consti
tutes, a base logic for FL. So the standard Lukasiewicz 
logic L I , will be used as the base logic for FL. Some 
operations of L I arc 

y(7p) = l--l1(p) -) 
i 

yep Vq) = max (v(p),v(q)) I 
> \ 5) 

V(p t\ q) = min (v(p),v(q)) I 
v(p~q) = rnin(l,l-v(p)+v(q») 

where yep) denotes the truth-value of a proposition p, 7 
is the negation, /" is the conjunction, Vis the disjunction 
and:;.. is the implication. 

The truth values here are linguistic variables. So far 
possibility theory has primarily been used in order to 
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define operators in fuzzy logic, even though other opera
tors have been investigated [111. 

Basic principles [2,12] 

The main features of fuzzy logic that differentiate it 
from traditional logical systems are the following: 

(i)	 In two-n.lued logical systems, a proposition p 
is either true or false. In multivalued logical 
system, a proposition may be true or false or 
have an intermediate truth value, which may 
be an element of a finite or infinite truth value 
set T. In fuzzy logic, the truth values are allowed 
to range over the fuzzy su bsets of T. 

(ii)	 The prediCates in two valued logic are constrained 
to be crisp in the sense that the denotation of a 
predici:l.te must be a nonfuzzy subset of the uni
verse of discourse. In fuzzy logic, the predicates 
may be crisp or, more generally fuzzy. 

(iii)	 Two-vdued as well as multi·valued logics allow 
only two quantifiers: all and some. In contrast, 
fuzzy logic allows, in addition, the use of fuzzy 
quantifiers exemplified by most, many, several, 
few, much of etc. 

(iv)	 Fuzzy logic provides a method for representating 
the meaning of both non fuzzy and fuzzy modi
fiers exemplified by not, very, more or less, much, 
slightly etc. 

(v)	 Fuzzy logic has three principle modes of quali
fication. These are 

#truth-qualification as in "(Gavaskar is tall) is 
not quite true", where (Gavaskar is tall) is the 
qualified proposition and the "not quite true" 
is the quallfying tru th value. 

#probability-qualification, as in "(Gavaskar is 
t2.11) is unlikely", where unli kely is the qualifyi ng 
fuzzy probability. 

#possibility-qualification, as in "(Gavaskar is tall) 
1S almost impossible" where "almost impossible" 
is the quallfying fuzzy possibility. 

As we are concerned here with the approximate rea
soning, we have restricted our discussion based on truth 
value set only. 

The	 truth-value set of FL 

The truth value set of FL is assumed to be a countable 
set T of the form 

T =	 {true, fahe, not true, very true, .... }. 

Let	 P-y : lO, 11 -+ [0, 11 denote the compatibility 
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fun don of .y. rhen he meaning of y is expressed by 
Und~clded 

._-~.1 
Y = J 1~y(V)/V (6) 

v 0 

where the grade of membership or compatibility of v in 
the fuzzy set labeled y is lly (v), and the integral sign, j , 
denotes the union of fuzzy singletones p.y (v)!v. 

The term set of the lingui&tic variable "Truth" ba~ 

been defined in various ways by different authors. 
ldwin [131 defined some of the terms.as shown. in Fig 2. 

H re 

j.LI,ue(~') = v, 'lfv€[o, 1] 1 
i' false(V) = ! - j.Llrue(V), Y v€[O, 1] 

I 
I 

p....-r,; t'ue( v) = [/.lrtie(V)]~, VV€[O,I] 
~ 
I 
i 

(7) 

Ilfal,lY l,ue(V) = [j.Ltrue(V)Jll~, 'If vf[O, 1] J 
and so on. 

Zadeh [1,14] suggests for the term ('true" the member
hip function 

}A-tl'''(v) = {	 ~-«v~a)/(l-a)2 
1-«v-l)/(l-a»2 

(8) 

where v = (a+ 1)/2 is the crossover point, and a € [0,1] is 
a parameter which indicates the subjective judgement 
about a minimum value of v in order to consider a state
ment as "true'" at all. 

n t.erms of the meaning of "true", the truth-value 
<cra] "may be defined as 

1 
false = J j.LI'ue(l- v)/v (9) 

v=O 

Where "not truv" is given by 

1 

not true = J (l-j.Lt,ue(V»jv (10) 
1'",--0 

igure 3 shows the terms "true" and "false". Thus, 
as a zzy set, "not true" is the complement of "true" 
w ereas, "false" is the truth value of the proposition 
«not p", if "true" is the truth value of p. This concept 
can very easily be visualised if we consider the terms tall, 
not tall and short. 

The membership function of "true" can be chosen 
from the finite universe of truth values. The fuzzy sets 
(possibility distribution) of other terms can essentially 

determin d from the term "true" by applying modi
fiers, (hedges) appropriately. 

In general,	 a fuzzy truth-value. cp. would normally 

~?I
Fairly 
true 

/ 
/1

' 

~I,. 
til 
.0 

-t 

Fig 2 Term set of "truth" [30) 

I 

~ 

( 
i 
! 

:1.5-- - 

I 

l-~ -a 
T 

Fig 3 Terms true and false tt) 

have to be approximated by a linguistic truth value, 11>*, 
which is in T. The relation between 11>* and rp wi be 
expressed as 

(11) 

where LA is an abbreviation for linguistic approxima. 
tion. 

At present, there is no simple or general technique for 
finding a good linguistic approximation to a given fuzzy 
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subset of V. In most cases, such an approximation is 
ad hoc in nature, without a precisely defined criterion of 
the goodness of approximation. This, however, is entirely 
consistent with the imprecise nature of fuzzy logic and 
its role in approximate reasoning. 

BASIC OPERATIONS IN TRUTH SPACE 

For the application of the method of approximate 
reasoning the information at the start of a problem (the 
antecedents) and the information required at the end (the 
consequent) are all presented in terms of fuzzy subsets 
of various universes of discourse. It is an essential 
feature of the method that such information is converted 
to truth restrictions and then evaluated; the result is 
converted back to a fuzzy subset of the required universe 
of discourse, called its Truth Functional Modification 
(TFM). 

Truth functional modification 

If we have a fuzzy subset of universe of discourse and 
a truth restriction on that fuzzy subset, then we can find 
another fuzzy subset of discourse which is an equivalent 
statement of our knowledge, as follows 

P,=x. Q'=X, )''= [0, 11 

(ll is P) is y (ll is Q)=
where	 fJ-Q(x) = !ty(fJAx)), VXE:X (12) 

For example, 

(Jayanta is tall) is very true = Jayanta is very tall. 

Evaluation of the membership funetion of (12) is 
shown in Fig 4. P is shown by its membership as a func
tion of x. y is shown similarly but with the axes rotated 
90° from the conventional orientation so that J1'y is shown 
as a function of fl-p- For digital computation of fLQ(X). 
Baldwin [15] derived an algorithm for TFM. 

The inverse of truth functional modification is the 
conversion of the representation of a proposition from the 
universe of discourse to the truth space. For example, 
the truth funtional restriction of the statement ~Jayanta 

is tall) given that (Jayanta is fairly tall) is fairly true. 

e tJ.l.p}lg. 
) 

Once propositions are represented by their truth value 
restrictions in the truth space, there are some processes 
that are used in evaluation of any deduction that may be 
made from them. Conjunction and disjunction are the 
processes that simply combine informations about 
propositions that were previously expressed in terms of 
different universe of discourse. 

Conjunction 

If we have two truth value restrictions Yep) and V(Q), 
say, we can combine them with the AND operation as 
follows 

fJ-V(P AND QJ(B) = MAX {fLv(p)(a)!\ fJ-v(OJ(8)}, V Bf[O,I] 
cx.~<[O,l] 

(J=aA~ 

(13) 

As can be seen from the Fig 5, the conditions of the 
maximjzation can be expressed as 

fJ-V(I' AND aj{e) = MAx {.uvCpj{a)!\ fJ-(Q)(,B)}, y Bf[O,I] 
0«[8,1];13=0 
~.[O.lJ;Il=e 

[fJ-v(p)(8)!\	 MAX {fJ-vcQ)(~)}l 
,8.[0,1] 

V[fJ-vCQ)(8M	 MAX {uvCP)(a}}]
CIt.[e, I] 

y Bf[O,I] (14) 

}J. i 
\

\	 ~'tS-(p)(9) 
~ "
"\ . /.,

,
,"" I' ... 

",< 
/ 

,/ 
/ ./ , 

/ 
I " / " / )l '-'( P AND Q.) (9)I
 

I
 
I
, , 
----------..-----~-

6 

-;7 1"";"1-------''---..-.+.....:--...,Ixl------ --... 
K~	 X 

Fig 4 Trutn Functional Modification [14]	 Fig S Conjunction [141 
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Exambl 2: Consider the allowing two propositions 

p - Gautam is fairly tall tt) 

q - Gautam is very fat (ii) 

Rephrasing the abov~ two propositions, we get 

p = (Gautam is tall) i fairly tmc (iii) 

q = (Gautam is fat) is very true (iv) 

Combining (iii) & (iv) (ie, (i) & (ii)) by conjunction, 
we et he proposition I' as 

r = (Gal!tam is tall and fat) is fa.irly true 

where #fairly true A very true = fairly true. 

Combining the truth value restriction with an OR 
operation is similar: 

!J.ycp OR 0)(8\ =	 MAX {~VCP)(a) t\ fkv(Q)(8)}, V 8E[O,l] 
/l,8.[O,/ J 
(J=a.v/l 

(15) 

As can be seen from the Fig 6, equation (] 5) is thus 
changed to 

~V(F OR Q)(O) = [ILV(P)(IJ) A MAX (/1 v(Q)(~)}]
 
,8«O,6J
 

V ~VCQ)(O) 1\ MAX Luvcd'!)}}
lu[O.8] 

V BE[O,I] (l -) 

Examble 3 : Combining (i) & (it) of ex.ample 2 by disjunc
tion, we get the proposition r as 

r = (Gautam is tall OR/at) is very true 

where #fairlY true 0 very true = very true. 

APP O~u.r..,...E 

InformJlly, approxirrmtc reasoning is the process or 
processes by which a possible imprecise conclusion is 
deduced from a collection of imprecise premises. It is 
the fact that only a small fraction of our thinking could 
be categorized as precise in either logical or quantitative 
terms. 

7:1.1 rcstr C 'on [16J 

The statements that contain the core of most arguments 
are expressed in apprmdmate reasoning by fuzzy rela
tions. Consider a fuzzy proposition, P, of the form 

(17) 

where x is a name of" an object un.d Q is a label of a fuzzy 

.!j-!.. +I 
i ( 

/
:)J. Vi?) 

I 
I
 

I
 

I I
 
I I
 ,
I I ./

/
I. 

I' ,I 
I	 / \ ,. \I I 

I. (09 I
 

1J.4. ..;fPC.Prll .... \
 
~ t ,/( '. 'iiil J 

. /'1' 
~".'
 

j _./.~-

; ._, 
------.......-------~
 

8	 8 

--/3 

Fig 6 DisjlIriC 'on [141 

subset of a ul"jverse U. Conventionally, p would be int r
preted as "x" is a member of Q" or "x belongs to Q". 

Definition 3: The meaning of the proposition p is expre sed 
by the relational assignment equation as 

#R(A(X) =	 Q (18) 

where A is an implied attribute of x ie, an attribute which 
is implied by x and Q, ,md R denotes a fuzzy restrictio 
on A(x) to which the value Q is assigned by the relatio at 
assignment equation. 

As an illustration, consider the prOpOSItIOn, "TaruIl 
is young." In this case, the implied attribute is Age and 
the corresponding relational equation becomes 

R (Age (Tarun» = yonng 

where young being a subset of the interval [0, 100] is 
defined by a predefined compatibility function. ere 
Age (Tarun) is the name of a variable and young is its 
assigned linguistic value. 

Thus, approximate reasoning may be viewed as t 
determination of an approximate solution of a syste of 
relational assignment equations in which the assign d 
relations are generally, but not necessarily fuzzy r r 
than non fuzzy subset of au 've se of discoune. 
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The rule of implication is defined as truth function Modus pOllellS 

mappings as 
In traditional logic the main tools of reasoning are 

tautologies such .as for instance the modus ponens, that
/1'1 : [0,1] x [0,1] -+ [0,1] (19)
 

lS
 

so that J.LI (a,{3) f [0,1], V (o.,{3) E [O,IJ x [0,1]. [P 1\ (P	 ~ Q)] ~ Q, 

Composition inference	 where P and Q are fuzzy statements or propositions. 

The problem to be solved here c.an be expressed as
Zadeh [LJ suggested eopositional rule of inference, 

followswhich is defined as follows. 
p~ Q 

Definition 4: Let A and B denote fuzzy sets in X and
 
P hit· the lrulh value re;,triction Yep)·
X x Y. Then thc composition ruk of infen:nl:e ,sscrt'> 

that the solution of the relational assignment equations What is the truth value restriction V(Q)? 

R(x) = A and R(x,Y) = B	 From the composition rule of inference, 

is given by R(y) = A 0 B =; C	 J/(Q) = V~P) 0 [ 

or 1'y(Q) (81 = MAX (UV(P)(o.)/\ /-i1(a,.B)}
where A	 0 B is the max-min composition of A and B. An (1. 

isomorphic definition is 
where 

~c(y) =	 MAX {/-iA(X) 1\ ~B(X,y») (21) The evaluation of /l'v(Q) (13) is shown in Fig 7. An x 
algorithm for this i<; given by Baldwin [14]. 

Examble	 4: Let the universe be X = {I,2,3,4). 
Generalized modus pOflen.C Let P, P', Q, Q' be fuzzy state
ments, then the generalized modus ponens reads;

A	 little = {(I,1.0), (2,0.6), (3,0.2), (4,0.0)} 

x is P'B	 "approximately equal" be a fuzzy relation
 
defined by
 Implication if x is P then y is Q (23) 

Conclusion Y IS Q' 

2 3 4 
,-' 1j' 

1 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 ,.2 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 
3 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.5	 ,I " ,4 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 , 

/)., 
. :c' , 

Applying the max-min-composition for computing l'~:..- _. -;..". 
~./. 

C(y) = A 0 B yieldS 

C(y) = max min {j.LAx), ~B(X,y)} 
x 

= W,l.O), (2,0.6),0,0.5), (<1,0.2»)	 (~) 
}J.."p'"\ I = more or less little. 

0(The methods will be shown for including truth value 
restriction on H given one on G (modus ponens) and vice 

--'.."·--·-r------- versa (modus tollens). Modus Ponens and Modus 
Tollens are the two procedures those yield information 
from the implication statement in the classical syllogism; 
here these represent appro~imate operations closely aur..lo
gaus to the deterministic case. Fig 7 Modus pooeIls [14J 
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E 'ampl 5: 

ntI : This tomato is very red 

Ant2 : If a tomato is ed then the tomato is ripe 

COIlS: Thi:' tomato j very ripe. 

Modus tallens 

In traditional logic, the tautology for modus tQIlens i~ 

[(P ~ Q)/, Q)] ~ P 

The problem to be solyed here is the dual of the prob
lem in modus ponens if, 

P =>Q 

has the truth value restriction V( Q). 

What is the truth value restriction V(P)? 

. gain the composition rule of inference is used 

V(P) = V(Q) 0 [ 

or flVC1')(a) - X {flV(O)(P)/\ /.L/(p/a)} (24) 

The method of computation has shown in Fig 8 and 
a algorithm to implement this process can be found in 

. ldwin [14J. 

!Generalized modug tal/ens: Let P, P', Q, Q' be fuzzy 
statements, then the generalized modus tollens reads: 

Pr mise: y is Q' 

x is P theny is (25) 
. is p' 

~.u (o(.) 
..r- Y(PI 

r 
-< 

, 8Odu.1 to (IS) 

Example 

AntI : This tomato is very ripe 

Ant2 : If a tomato is red then the tomato is ripe 

Cons: This tomato is very red. 

APPUCATIONS 

The easiest way to see ho fu logic and approxi
mate reasoning work is to look at their applicati ns. 
During the past several years, fuzzy logic as well as appro '
mak reasoning has found numerous applications. T . 
first application was donc by Mamdani and Assilian [ 
in connection with the regulation of a stearn engine. Once 
the basic idea underlying fuzzy logic control became well 
understood, many applications followed. 

Fuzzy controller 

Fuzzy control research waS started by Mamdani'. 
pioneering work [17]" which had been motivated by 
Zadeh's two papers on fuzzy algorithm [4] and linguisti 
analysis [9]. The type of a fuzzy variable is to some 
extend related to the type of fuzzy reasoning method. 
In fuzzy control, conventional methods of fuzzy reasoni g 
and approximatc reasoning are usually used for the sa 
of simplicity in computation. 

The first trial was done by Mamdani on a laborato 
steam engine. We can see that a number of applicatio 
is now bcing rapidly increasing. The world's first in ns
trial application of fuzzy control was done by the Danish 
Cement Klin factory manufacturer, FL Sm1dth & Co 
of Copenhagen with the aid of Jonsen and Ostergaard 
at Technical Univcrsity of Denmark [7]. Its field tc 
was executed in 1979 and was first marketed in 1980. 
is said that the performance of this fuzzy logic controller 
is slightly better than that of an operator .and a reduction 
in fuel con.sumption is obtained. Similar proces con
trollers are now being developed and implemented r a 
variety of other industrial processes. 

A particularly intcresting type of self-learning fuzzy 
logic controller was developed at Tokyo InstituL of 
Technology in Japan by Sugeno et al [8]. Here th 
input variables, such as small, big, very small, forward, 
out, and so on, rather fuzzy than ali precis-e quantity. 
This controller can drive a model car by employing a 
sophisticated learning algorithm that automatically 
reduces the fuzzy control rules through a computer.a ly
sis of the operators control actions. 

Automatic operation of a train (ATO) is a: otb r 
implementation of fuzzy logic controller, made in Japa 
by Miyamoto and Yasunoby of the systems Developmen 
Laboratory of Hitachi Ltd. [18]. The Fuzzy O' 
based on so-called predictive fuzzy logic controller. in 
lim h the we"ght given to control ru s is t rmined 
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predicting the results of the execution of the actions given 
in the rules. Field tests and simulation have shown that 
the Fuzzy ATO can run a train as skillfully as a experi· 
enced human operator. 

Fuzzy expert systems 

The design of expert systems may be one of the most 
important applications of fuzzy logic and approximate 
reasoning. Most of the expert systems existing So far 
contain an inference engine on the basis of dual logic. 
The uncertainty is taken care of by Bayesian probability 
theory. The conclusions are normally associated with a 
certainty or uncertainty factor expressing stochastic 
uncertainty, confidence, likelihood, evidence or belief. 
Only recently the designers of expert systems have become 
aware of the fact that all types of uncertainty can not be 
treated in the same way. The most relevant approaches 
in fuzzy set theory are fuzzy logic and approximate 
reasoning for the inference engine, the presentation of 
condition, indicators or symtoms by fuzzy sets, especially 
linguistic variables to arrive at judgements about secon
dary phenomena, the use of fuzzy clustering for diagnosis 
and combination of fuzzy set theory with other appro
aches; for example Dempster's theory of evidence, to 
obtain justifiable and interpretable measures of uncer
tainty. A number of fuzzy expert systems especially in 
the context of medical decision support systems have been 
implemented. To name a few, the eXpert systems 
CADIAC (internal medicine), EXPERT (rheumatology, 
ophthalmology), SPERIL (earthquake engineering), 
SPHINX (medical diagnosis), SYNTEX (management 
of hospitals), BIMBO (for complex Pattern Recognition 
problems) have included fuzzy logic and/or approximate 
reasoning approach in different ways. 

A closely related application is the use of fuzzy logic 
In simulation and models that are intended to aid decision 
making. In the rcalm of business decisions, for example, 
Decision Products Inc of Mountain View, California, 
has marketed a decision supported system, REVEAL 
[8J, which supports fuzzy logic. Decision makers, in 
altering their proposed policies, can use the model to 
assure a policy's effect an profit. Chinese meteorologists 
in Shanghai used a fuzzy model to determine the best areas 
for growing rubber trees [18]. The reliability of the 
method has been tested, based on weather condition during 
three consecutive harvest around Shanghai, and achieved 
good agreement with the actual result. 

Fuzzy languages 

A direct application of approximate reasoning IS In 

the development of various fuzzy algorithms. Fuzzy 
languages are formulated on the basis of fuzzy logic and 
approximate reasoning. Several fuzzy languages have 
been developed by now, such as LPL [19,20], FLIP [21], 

Fuzzy Planner [22] and Fprolog [23] and others. These 
are based on LP1, FORTRAN, LISP, PROLOG and other 
programming languages and they differ in content as well 
as to their aims. Zadeh [24] developed a fuzzy language 
PRUF (acronym for Possibilistic Relational Universal 
Fuzzy) and this is a meaning representation of natural 
language basing on possibility theory. PRUF may be 
employed as a language for the presentation of imprecise 
knowledge and as a means of precisiation of fuzzy 
propositions eXpressed in a natural language. In essens'e, 
PRUF bears the same relationShip to fuzzy logic that 
predicate calculus does to two valued logic. Thus it 
serves to translate a set of premises expressed in natural 
language into expression in PRUF to which the rules of 
inference of fuzzy logic or apprOXimate reasoning may be 
applied. 

Understanding common sence 

This area is still in the early stages of research. Since 
fuzzy logic and approximate reasoning are based on the 
idea of linguistic variable, it appears likely that fuzzy logic 
and approximate reasoning can help with the great diffi· 
culties of natural language communication with computers. 
With fuzzy sets, the implicit quantifiers that always comeS 
up in the situations, such as "Birds can fly" or "When 
people are in tension, they smoke cigarates", can be easily 
translated into machine usable form. Actually, fuzzy 
logic and approximate reasoning enhance the capability 
of programs of natural language understanding to make 
approximate logical deductions from incomplete or 
imprecise knowledge. 

Fuzzy hardware 

Although, most of the uses of fuzzy logic are on the 
software area, researchers have been trying to use fuzzy 
logic in hardware also. The first fuzzy chip was developed 
by Togai and Watanade [25] at Bell Telephones Labora
tories in 1985, and it is now available for commercial USe. 
n is expected that it should find many uses in both fuzzy 
logic based intelligent controllers and expert systems. 
Recently, the fuzzy computer developed by Yamakawa 
[8] at Kumamoto University (the hardware was built by 
OMRON Tateise Electronics Corporation) has shown 
great promise as a general purpose tool for performing 
fuzzy inference at high speed and with remarkable robust
ness. These may lead to an expanded use of fuzzy logic 
not only in industrial applications but also in knowledge 
based systems in which the deduction of answer to a query 
requires the inference mechanism of fuzzy logic and 
approXimate reasoning. Yamakawa's fuzzy computer 
may be an important step towards the development of a 
sixth-generation computer capable of processing common 
sense knowledge. 

While many fuzzy applications are still in an early 
stage of development, it Seems probable that in the next 
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decade fuzzy logk win become routinely applied 'n m .l1y 
area' of artifici<.d intclligcm:<: whw; cbmmunic~ ion 'ilh 
people or limit."tion of tlr'lr thought proce is 1nvo!v .d, 
This may help to bridge the; gap between th" nU3;logit.: and 
flexible thinking of hUJl1<.,ns ~ond the rigid frame \'ork of 
present computers. 

A 

L':lt . now ',plailL iT br"ef, a recr.:n dtempt t26] 
delllon~ r". inc tbe ;, plit.:"tion of 'l.ppro;<inmtt: r ':1 onini:, 
in designing:1 genl,Or~,\ purpose lingl\istic recognition sytem, 
"'he effectiveness of the dgorithlll lH~::; been demon:-tmtccl 
on . peech recognition problem. 

Th' key feature of thl) recognition system is th<-t it is 
C<i.lJLLble of handling with v,HioLl' imprecis·· input p~.tte(tl, 

und of providing decision in n<1.tlJral form along with irs 
degree of cert,,'.inty, The input fe,ture i con,idcreu to 
bc of eitht.:r \ingujsti form (eg, F is ~m,,-ll, •.y) or ql!,~nti
tu.tive form (eg, F i: 500, s:~)') or mi;('d fom (e ,F is ,-bout 
500, -'-y) O' -et form (eg. f is between 400 :,n 500 S2.y). 

An illput p<>.ttern in :'.11)' aforcs<;.iLl form h:.1. b en viewed 
h ·n: ".s can isting of various combina,tions or tht.: thret.: 
prima;rJ prop 'rti'~ SMALL, M DIUM ".nel H1GH 
p05'lesscd by ib ditler 'nt [1;(l.ture. to some degree. lJ nhke 
the ex:i~ting Illethod~, thl; compatibility function: of the 
sets SMALL,. EDt' M andH fG H hH.VtY·.H bC(;fl represen
ted by functions, The V<1.riolls uncert,lll1ti s (, mbigtli77 

tie) .n the input :;t' tement bave hee m._ll(~gl:d by provi
Ji! ~Imodifying mel bership vahlcs heuristic"".ily to r'. 

gi."e-'.J.:t exte nt. 

Repr s n.tation of the imprecise input X tbroLLgh their 
primary properties SMALL, MEDIUM and HIGH basi
C~l.lly implie tbat til entire dYllf'.mic rung of ehch f atme 
h' be n divided into three OY'ri".pping sub-I." giom, 
corresponding to th e prinmry properties, So the whole 
[i'ature sp,tce can b diviJed into 3N overl<J.pping sub
space~ for f·u; res, c~.t.:h correspond~ to a pwpnty 
combination of the prim, ry properties SMALL, MEDIUM 
and HIGH. This is t:xplail1l:d in Fig 9 for N = :2 (ie, [or 
two features). 

The major operations of such a reeogntt:lon syskm i' 
ShCl\\'Ll in. Fig 10. It COl1SlSt. of three block !opc:mtions, 
)lamely Linguistic I:cature E tractor (L El, Fuzzy Clas:i· 
fier and Dcci" on Maker. The LFE gives a characteristic 
vector CV(X) for an input X. The Fuzzy Classifier uses 
his CV(X) and a rdatiollalrm.tri;< to determine tile dass 
imilarity vector SeX) \vllich dcnotc~ th degree of simj

!<uity of the input p'l.ttern X to the varioll~ pattern. classeti. 
he Decision Making block gives a n~.tural output reg<!..f

ding the chi ses from whicb the pattern X rna.y come r.long 
with its degree of cert,Lint' baseJ on the. i iIarity vector 

r----;.,lt.uIUt.l 

l"ig 9	 F~<I.ture sp;.~ce showing nine overlapping rcgiollS in tClms 
uf the pr,)p<:rties SMALL, MEDIUM and HIGH, Carl Iincs 
,I.:n iJ fuZl-Y boul1,bri s 

'L ,ng\Hsl"l 'v(x' Fu II V 5~ ~ J {j,e I S10" 0 pUlnp'ut - r 
"eclur. 

C~Qss.dier Vt ~ n~ 

E. x.tfoctO. 

Fig 10 Bloc ,Iil~gram of th.c linguistic recognition system 

SeX}. It is to mention here that sincc <.'.11 the fe",turcs arc 
not eqmdly important in ch'l.n.\cterizing a class. a weight 
matrix ha' also been incorpomted [26]. 

Unguistic feature extractor ( FE) 

First of RH. e"ch feature information is oonsidered 
sepawte1y to determine; its m rnbersb.ip value correspon
ding to tho properties SMALL, MEDl· M "nu HIG-r. 
The \V,·.y it 11<'.. been done for various forms of input i:' 
furnish d i.n tIl next section. 

Lirlgui.'{i Ie form 

Here the input patkm information is provided in 
Iillgu:stic form eg, til informlJ,tion as "F is smali" or "F 
is more or less l.llediuJn" or "F is very high" ctc. When the 
input statement cont<\ins only the primary krms, its 
membership v~lues f r the sets SMALL, MEDIUM and 
HIGH, are assiglleu as 

small {O,B/S O.'2j ,0.OIB}-
medium - {0.2/S, 0.8/M, 0.2jH} (26) 

lligll - {O.GlS, 0.2{M, O.8/II} 
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There may be statements with linguistic hedges viz, 
very, more or less, slightly etc. When the statement 
contains "very small", its membership value for the pro
perty SMALL (as the membership function functions for 
the primary terms are the 'IT function) will be decreased 
and the membership value for the property MEDIUM 
will further be decreased. 

The modifications of the membership values may be 
carried out in a similar manner for other possible linguistic 
hedges. 

Quantitative form 

The information in this form are in exact numerical 
terms, like "F is 500", say. In this case, find the member
ship value for different linguistic feature properties (ie, 
SMALL, MEDIUM, HIGH) by their corresponding 
membership functions which are assigned before hand 
according to th(~ nature of various features. 

Mixed form 

The information are provided in the form a~ the 
mixture of linguistic hedges and quantitative terms such 
B.S, "F is about 400" or "F is morc or less 400". Since 
the linguistic term increases the impreciseness in the infor
mation, the membership values of the statement as a whole, 
for different primary properties should be lower than that 
of the quantitative term alone. The amount of decrease 
will be determined according to the linguistic hedges. 

Set form 

Like the mixed form the information here is also a 
mixture of linguistic hedges and quantitative terms. The 
only difference lies with the nature of linguistic hedges. 
The linguistic hedges which are used here in the set form 
are "less than", "more than", "between" etc, such that 
the data reflected is a set and atleast one boundary of the 
data set is known. The examples of this form are "F is 
less than 400, say" or "F is more than 400, say" or "F 
is between 400 and 500, say". 

First the memberShip value for the various primary 
properties with respect to the quantitative terms (eg, 400) 
are calculated. We know that the compatibility functions 
considered for the primary sets are all standard 'IT functions 
of the form 'IT(x, f3,r) where f3 is the ideal point ie, the point 
where the membership value is 1.0. Modify the member
ship value fL(400) to obtain that of "less than 400" as 

{,u,(h)J ifh >f3 
lA, (less than h) = (27)

{ {fLs(h)F if h <; f3 

corresponding to a primary property s. 

The modification of the membership values may be 
made similarly for the hedges "more than" or "greater 

than" and any other which are used to represent data in 
the set form. 

Determination of characteristic vectors (CV) 

After obtaining the membership values of features for 
the properties SMALL, MEDIUM and HIGH, class 
membership of a pattern, CV(X), corresponding to all 
property combinations is then computed. Let us consider 
the ith property combination 

(28) 

where depending on the value of i, p;" denotes one of the 
primary properties SMALL, MEDIUM, HIGH and 
represents the set "Fm is P~fI'" So the ith element of the 
characterized vector, CV(X) is defined as 

N 
CVi(X) = (II p..Fmp~ )l!N (~9) 

m=l 

where ,uFm,,;/ is the membership value of the set "F,1l is 

P;ll for an input pattern. 

Fuzzy classifier 

This block uses the characteristic vector CV(X) 
(corresponding to an input pattern X) and a relational 
matriX, R, to determine the class similarity vector SeX) 
which denotes the degree of Similarity of X to the various 
pattern classes. The relational matrix R, is determined 
from training samples. 

The fuzzy classifier incorporates compOSItion rule of 
inference. The class similarity vector SeX) (={s/x)}) 
is determined as 

Sj(X) = CV(X) 0 R 

=	 Max {cv,(X).R[i, j]}li2 

i~I,2, ... 3N 

j=1,2, .. ,M	 (30) 

where cv/(X) is the ith element of the characteristic vector 
CV(X) for the unknown pattern X and R(i,j] is the 
(i,j)th entry of the relational matrix: R. 

Confidence factor and output 

A measure of confidence factor (CF) is defined as [26] 

I	 1 N 
CF = - [{Smod(X)}/irlOd+ ---- ~ {Smod(X)-S;(X)}]

2	 (M-fmod) i=l 

0<; CF <; 1 (31) 

where f mod is the frequency of the highest entry in S(X); 
Si(X) is ith entry of the S(X); Smod (X) is the highest entry 
in S(X) and M is the number of pattern classes. If the 
CF value lies between 0.2 and 0.8, we find the confidence 
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factor (CF2) for the second highest entry in the similarity Corract Wron9
",=~_::':":":"::::::'-__--':"'~~_i!..-_."......,Cov ~ "'lIOn a I two 5 lal es 

vector SeX) by the same formula as in (31). Depending 
on the value of CF's, the final output of the recogniti,on	 Pro;>o5~G 'oor 51al~5 

Second 
system is given in natural form.	 't choitl Wrong 

Implementation and discussion 

The above mentioned algorithm was implemented 
all a set of Indian Telugu vowel sounds in a consonant
vowel-consonant context uttered by three speakers in the 
age group 30 to 35 years. Six vowel classes (8, a:, i, u, e, 0) 
having ill-defined boundaries [27~30] were considered. 
Their first two formants frequencies FI and F2 (which were 
extracted through spectrum analysis of Speech data) were 
considered here to be the features. The testing data set 
consists of 871 deterministic and a few imprecise data. 

The overall recognition score for various sizes of 
samples is shown in Fig 11 by divided-bar diagram. The 
recognition scores arc grouped in four categories, namely 
first correct choice, combined correct choice, second 
correct choice and fl,1lly wrong choice. Here the first 
correct choice set includes those samples for which classi
fier's first choice agrees with their actual class. Com
bined correct choice includes those samples where one of 
the combined choices is correct. Second correct choice 
includes those samples for which their second choice 
corresponds to the actual vowel dass. Vowels not falling 
under the above mentioned categories are termed as 
miscIassified or fully wrong choice. 

The overall recognition score (Fig 11) corresponding 
to the first choice is Seen to be quite satisfactory consi
dering the fact that it accepts approximate feature infor
mation and ev,en that information relates only to F1 and 
F2• Furthermore, since it provides natural output in 

CJ fIRST CORRECT CHOICES 

~ COMBINED CORR£:CT CHO~liS 

~ SECOND cor;RECT CHOICES 

Cili3 FUtLY W~G CHQICES 

100 : ,.~ 'j,;::: 

~ 
uJ	 80,' 
a: 
0 

~ 
60
 

0
 
z 

~ 
z 
§ 40 

~
 
~
 

20 

C 
5 10 15 20 so 

T,AAINING SET ("I.) 

Fig 12 Four state vs conventional two state output 

four states, it ha.s very low (z 5 %) misc1assification rate 
as compared to those (z 20%) in :[27,28,30] which give 
two state hard decision like "correct" or "wrong". This 
is explained in Fig 12 where the category "wrong", in 
two state convcntion;il system, has been decomposcd into 
three categorii:s in the proposed system. Because of the 
fleXibility, the proposed system has therefore a provislon 
of improving its efficiency significantly by incorporating 
combined and socond choices under the control of a 
supervisory scheme. 
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